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In my article last week, ‘Why the Record Vote Turnout May Not Matter’, I predicted the
election via electoral college would look very much like 2016: the 3 swing states (PA, MI, WI)
would determine the outcome again,  and maybe one other state could flip (either  Arizona
or, less likely, North Carolina). I predicted, as of a week ago, the electoral college vote was
very close, with 244 votes for Biden and 248 for Trump.

As of last night, Nov. 3 late, it was exactly that, according to CNN. 44 to 248. This morning,
Nov.  4,  it’s  come  down  to  NV,  AZ,  WI,  MI  likely  ending  up  for  Biden  once  final  votes  are
counted; and GA, NC likely for Trump. With Pennsylvania undetermined for days yet. And
maybe weeks should Trump take legal action to stop the mail in vote count, which is likely.

As I also predicted last week, Trump came before the TV cameras late last night Nov. 3 and
declared the election was a fraud, that the vote counting of mail in ballots should halt in all
the swing states only, and that he was going to the US Supreme Court.

Democrats’ naive prediction during the election that they would carry several of the big red
states: Texas, Florida, Ohio turned out, as I predicted in my article last week, to be ‘wishful
thinking’. As I argued then, these states were long time notorious voter suppression states
and would remain Trump’s. Georgia and Florida each already prevented the right to vote, or
have impounded, hundreds of thousands of eligible voters in each of those two states, as
reported by investigative journalist, Greg Palast.

As of noon today, Nov. 4, should Biden win MI, WI, NV, AZ, where he now leads, and also
carry the one special district in Nebraska, he will then have 269 electoral college votes. He
won’t win GA or NC. And Pennsylvania is undetermined.

So where could Biden get votes to put him over the required 270? Only one state left: Maine
with its 4 votes.

If  this scenario holds, the US election will  be therefore determined by less than five votes.
The country remains fundamentally split and divided.

The policy gridlock concerning economic stimulus will likely continue as a result, as the
Senate appears will remain in Republican hands and Senate votes will be driven by the
Republican right wing led by Rand Paul  who wants no more stimulus but wants more
austerity cuts to government spending.

Republicans in Senate will continue their stacking of the Federal courts, and will rely on the
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ideological partner of the US Supreme Court, with its 6-3 Trump majority, from time to time,
to help them block and undermine legislation already passed.

In many ways the election map now looks very much like 2016, with one or so states
flipping Democrat but not much change except two ‘blue wall’ swing states going Biden by
very thin margins.

In terms of government policy to follow, however, the country will look more like 2012–with
McConnell’s Republican Senate thwarting initiatives on economics (stimulus, health, jobs,
taxes, etc.) by the US House of Representatives and President (presuming Biden wins).

Consequences for the US economy are not good. The chances are less than 50-50 that a
stimulus bill of necessary proportions will be passed before January 2021, just as Covid
worsens and dampens household spending and business investment. But big corporations
will be happy with this continued gridlock, since it means it is unlikely their massive 2018
tax cut of $4 trillion plus will be reversed for another four years, as the McConnell Senate
now prevents all efforts to raise revenues for stimulus spending.

Another important outcome of the election is that the Democrats have actually lost seats in
the US House, but not yet control. They expected a ‘blue wave’ that did not occur. The
Democrats also failed to take back the US Senate. And Biden as president has no clear
mandate. They are in a very weak position to make changes but in a position to be blamed
for the failure to make changes which will have negative impact on them in 2022 midterm
elections.

The Democrats failure in general, apart from maybe squeaking out a presidential win, shows
their election strategy was wrong. As I argued back in November 2018 after the midterms,
their  strategy  of  focusing  on  the  suburbs  and  upper  middle  class  professionals  and
independents, would not succeed in a general election. It hasn’t.

So where does the country go politically from here?

First, Trump will not go away. That means not just leave office quietly–but also Trump as a
social-movement will remain and likely grow stronger as his base believes the election was
‘stolen’  from  him  as  he  so  often  warned.  Trump  is  an  unstable,  reactionary  social
movement, not just an unstable individual.

Second, both political parties may split before 2024 (and certainly before 2028) causing a
basic party realignment in the US.

*
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